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Abstract. This paper presents the applicability of graph L-systems to the generation of two- 
dimensional pictures. It is shown that the class of graphs generated by extended tabled node- 
replacement graph L-systems (ETnGL) contains the class of isometric array languages under 
some stipulations whis*h are used to regard an array as a graph. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, many models for graph L-systems or parallel graph grammars 
have been proposed. One of the reasons why those models were proposed is to 
generalize the string L-systems to hyper-dimensional or more complex structures. 
Unlike the string L-systems, the basic primitive in a graph L-system is a directed 
graph which is a set of labelled nodes and labelled edges. In this paper, as the 
graph L-systems, we treat only one model which is called a node-replacement graph 
L-system witk explicit connection transformation and its extensions. About the other 
models for graph L-systems, see e.g., Nag1 [3]. 
On the other hand, many grammars to generate two-dimensional patterns halve 
been studied. Generally, in those two-dimensional gramlmars, to preserve topologi- 
cal relations between each point in generated arrays a restriction called ‘isometric’ 
is inserted in each production rule. If we consider the application of graph L-syste ns 
to two-dimensional pictures, we can reduce this restriction and construct mt. r2 
natural two-dimensional pictures generating systems. From this point of view, ihe 
relationships between graph L-systems and matrix grammars are considered in 
Chapter 8 of Rajasethupathy [5]. In it, it is discussed that; 
The class of extended tabled node-replacement graph L-systems (especially 
without terminal set for the alphabet of edge labels) 
(1) contains the class of regular matrix languages viewed as graphs under certain 
stipulation, and 
(2) generates several arrays forming the base of dots (pullis) for certain kolam 
patterns generated by (CF:R.) array grammars. 
Furthermore this system without tables 
(3) generates ‘staircase of X’s’, ‘Kirsch’s right triangles’ etc. 
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From the above facts, Rajasethupathy conjectured that for every context-free 
array grammar there exists an equivalent extended tabled node-replacement graph 
L-system. . 
In this paper, we will show that the class of pictures generated by extended tabled 
node-replacement graph L-systems contains the class of isometric array languages 
viewed as graphs under certain stipulations. To. prove this, we will use a similar 
technique to Nakamura [4]. It seems to be a very interesting result to generate 
isometric array languages by graph L-systems which replace each node in context- 
free style. 
. - 
2. Basic definitions and properties 
In this section, we review basic definitions and properties used in the next s:.!ction. 
In the following definitions of graph L-systems, we will use almost the same 
terminolo~~v and notations as in Griitsch and Nag1 [l]. 
Definition 2.1. A lubefled graph d (abbr. I-graph) over the alphabets V (of node 
generotors ), ZcP (of node labels), CE (of edge labels) is a 3-tuple C/ = (K, (p& \,‘,., @ ), 
where K is a finite subset of V, called the set of node generatcrs, pu is a relation 
over K for any CI E &, i.e. pCI E K X K, p : K + IvL. is a function, the labelling function 
for nodes. 
Each pair lk 1, k2) E ptt is regarded as a directed edge from node k 1 to node k2 
labclled with (1 t- XI. Each node k E K is labelled with p (k ) E 2’1.. Usually we take 
nonnegat+e integers as node generators. 
L.:t d( V, Ll; iXE ) stand for the set of all I-graphs over V, &, Sli and let d, denote 
the empty graph. 
Definition 2.2. Two graphs d r= (K. (p, )a+., @ ) and d’ = (K’, (pi has ,v,, 6’) are 
ccjui~&tzf, denoted by d = d’, iff there is a bijective mapping f’: K + F , with 
I I.) lkl, k+sp,, if? (f(kl)J’(k2))Ep:, for some 17 E& where k,, k2~K, and 
I :’ ) p = p ’ ‘i 1: 
Sate that the relation := is an cquivalCnce relation over d( V, Llr, & ). 
Definition 2.3. A graph d’ = (K’, (p: )ne-xf.r p’) is a partial graph of k= 
K (pcd L r&r p 1, denoted by d’ G d, iti K’ c K, p: c;pa for any a E & and /3’ = 61~. 
A graph d’ is a subgraph bf d, denoted by d’ s d, :iff d’ LZ d and p:, = pa n (K’ x K’), 
i.e. all edges connecting nodes of K’ also belong to d’. 
Let tl’, d” = UC”, (P&\, , /3”, be graphs with f:‘(k) = e”(k) for all k E K’ nK”. 
Then the graph tl is called the mior; grclpCz of II’ and d”, denoted by d = d’u d”, 
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ifl’K =K’uK”.p, =& up: for any a ECU, and 
P’(k) if k E K’, 
P(k)“{p”(k) if k EK” . 
Definition 2.4. Two I-graphs d = (K, (pll JaExE, 0 ) and d’ = K’, (P: ht-, P ‘> are 
called diode disjoint iff K n K’ = 0. ,+ 
Definition 2.5. A replacement rule is ZI pax r = ((I:, d,), where dl E d ( V, Cv, &) is a 
one node graph and d, E d( V, Cv, 2,) Es an arbitrary Z-graph, possibly empty. 
The (Jne node graph dl is called :he mother node, and the graph d, is called ;hZ* 
daughter graph. After parallel appl kxtions of replacement rules, daughter graphs 
have to be connected by edges. Therefore, we intr.Jduce the following definitions. 
Definition 2.6. An l-stencil dst E d( V, &, CE) is a bipartite Z-graph, i.e. dht = 
KvK, (P&E~, p> with K,nK = (4. Since the order of KS and Kt is important, 
we write d,,(K,; K,). The subgraphs d, = d,,(KJ and d, = s,&K,) are called sowce and 
targe.’ graph of dSt, respectively. 
Definition 2.7. Ar I kstencil d,,(K,; K,) is called applicable to an ordered pair of 
I-graphs (d, d ‘) E d ( V, y v, y &)’ iff d and d’ are node disjoint and d, c d, d, c d’. 
Let d,,(K,; K,) be applicable to (d, d’). Then d ud’Lldst (KS; K,) is called the gluing 
of (d, d’) along the stencil d,,. 
Definition 2.8. A connection rule is a pair - = (d,, dst), where de is an Z-graph of 
the form represented in Fig. 2.1, and d,,rK. K,) is a stencil. 
Fig. 2.1. The form of d. in a co lnection rule, where VI, Vz E z‘\, and 17 E X7:. 
Definition 2.9, A set of replacement rules is called node disjoint iff all left-hap? 
sides are pairwise node disjoint and the same holds true for all ri++ 1:r5~& sides. 
A set of connection rules is called edge disjoinr 3 all left-hpy:l sides are different, 
i.e. they differ in either the labels or the node (knotat; ‘is. 
Definition 2.10. Let d E d( V, C\.; ZF) - &) and d’ E d( V, Cv, &). The Z-graph d’ 
is directly explicit parallel deriz(atG lrom d, denoted by d-pe--+d’, iff there is a se% 
1 rl, rz+ . . . , rk} of node disjoint replacement rules and a set {cl, c2,. . . , c,} of edge 
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disjoint connection rules such that 
d,,id,L.$,,=K and d,, Ed’, ; Kri = K’, j-1 
d = ; dr, u (j d,, and d’ = I> d,, u 6 d,+ 
1 1 j=l i=l j=l 
where whenever a stencil d,,, is applicable to a pair of I-graphs Cd,,, a,,.), d,, is the 
edge from dt, to dl,., 1 s i, i’ I: k. 
Now, we can define node-replacement graph L-systems. 
Definition 2.11. A node-replacement graph L-system with explicit connectior7 trans - 
formation, denoted by niSL-exp-system, is a 6-tuple G = (V, &, CE, RR, CFL, do), 
where V is a nonempty finite set of node generators, & is a nonempty fkite set 
of node labels, CE is a nonempty finite set of edge labels, do E d( V, CL?, Yr,,- I- {dF} 
is the axiom graph. RR is a finite set of replacement rules which is completL3 in the 
f;ense that for any one-node subgraph of the axiom graph or right-hand side of 
replacement rules, there is at least one replacement rule in RR having this one-node 
graph as left-hand side. CR is a finite set of connection rules which is compZete in 
the sense that for any triple (uI, a, u2) E Ccv x CE xCv there is at least one connection 
rule such that t’ I, u2 are the labels of the source and target node and a is the label 
:lf the edge of the left-hand side of the connection rule. The language of an 
nGL-exp-system G is defined as 
where -pe---+F; is the reflexive transitive closure of -pe+c;. 
Since, in this paper, we consider only explicit connection transformation systems, 
hereafter denote nGL-exp-system as nGL-system if no confusions occur. The 
extension of this nGL-system is as follows: 
Definition 2.12. An estertded tabled nGL-system, denoted by ETnGL-system, is a 
7-tuple G = ( V, Iv\., SET, 9, do, &, &-), where k’, V I t’ -1, 1[-‘ and lie are the same as 
defined for an nGL-system, P = {(RR,, CR, ) 11:: i 5 II } for some integer 11 3 1, where 
RR, is a finite s&t of replacement rules, and CR, is a finite set of connection rules, 
,-I‘ s 2, is ;t tsrminal alphabet of node labels, At.- c & is a terminal alphabet of 
edge lahcls. A derivation is obtained as in the case of nGL-systems except for the 
condition that for any single step of derivation all replacement rules used in this 
step must belong to the same set RRi for some i; similarly all connec*tion rules 
uSed at ?hir, sttzp must belong to the corresponding CR,. Then the language t>?-f an
FI‘nGL.-system G is defined as 1 
Following Koscnfeld [6], we will review definition of isometric array grammars. 
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Definition 2.13. An isometric array grammar, denoted by IAG, is a Stuple G = 
(VN, VT, P, S, #), where VN is a finite nonempty set of non-termin&, i’T is a finite 
nonempty set of terminals, VN n VT = 8, S E VN is the start symbol, # G VN u Vr is 
the blank symbol, and P is a set of produ &In rules. Each member of P is a pair 
of arrays of finite size ((w, @), for all of whicC1 
(a) ar and p are geometrically identical, 
(b) cy does not consist entirely of #s, ant; 
(c) p satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) If the non-#s of a! do not to*lch the border of cy, then the non-% of p 
must be connected (and nonempty); 
(2) Otherwise, 
(i) every connected component of non-#% in P must contain the 
intersection of some component of: non- #s in (x with the border of cy, 
(ii) conversely, every such intersection must be connected in some com- 
ponent of non-#s in 0. 
The array Language generated by an IAG is defined as 
L(G) = (A 1 S =+& A, and A is a terminal array). 
Now, we will review definition of isometric array L-systems intrduced in 
Nakamura [J]. 
Definition 2.14. Let k 1, kz, k3, k3 be nonnegative integers. An isometric army 
L-system with (k4, k3, kz, kl) .array interactions, denoted by IA(kd, k_3, kz, kl)L”- 
system, is a 4-tuple G = ( C, #, P, w), where C is a finite nonempty set of symbols 
(the alphabet of G), # is a symbol which designates blank points of array (the 
blank symbol of G), w is the start array (the axiom of G), P is a finite nonempty 
set of relations satisfying the following: 
( 1) each element of P has such a form as 
where x’ and y are symbols in C u{ #}, x + y called core production, and <ii, 1 d i d 4, 
are rectangular arrays over C LJ {#}. The ei’s are called array contexts. & consists 
of the first quadrant and positive part of horizontal axis, & consists tii :he second 
quadrant and positive part of vertical axis, & consists of the third quadrant and 
negative part of horizontal axis, and & consists of the fourth quadrerlt and negative 
part of vertical axis. Their sizes are klx(k2+l), (k3+l)xkz, k3x(kl+l)i and 
(k I+ 1) x k4 (width by height ), respectively. 
(2) P is compkre in the sense that for every array context &, &, &, 54, and 
s E C u {#}, th ere exists at least one symbol v in z’ u {#> such that 
(each element of P is called a prod:tction rule ). 
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The array language generated; by an isometric array L-system G is defined as 
L(G) = {IY Ia is a connected array over C u{#}, and w =pp$ a}. 
(For ‘connected array over C u (#}’ and ‘=p=S, see Notes 2.1 and 2.2 below.) 
The notation of left-hazd side of a production rule in the above definition stands 
for the rectangular array represented in Fig. 2.2. 
t 
k2 
4 
t 
l#dcob   3 a c 
kq+l 
I I-- # # # c c # # # # # 
/ 
/“’ 
E3 
Fig. 2.2, The form of the left-hand side of a production rule. 
Definition 2.15. An extended isometric array L-system, denoted by 
EIA(k4, k3, kZ, kJL’-system, is a pair G =(H,&, where H=(X,#.P,w) is an 
underlying isometric array L-system, and J E 2 is the target alphabet of G. The 
language generated by an extended ;sometric array L-system G is defined as 
L(G) =(cy j(y is a conrzc;: ci array over J u{#}, arid cy E L(H)}. 
Note 2.1. CY is a connected srra y over 1 u(#} iff all symbols of 2 in cy are 
J-connected. 
Note 2.2. Let CY be an array over some alphablet C. ‘i hen cy is a mapping from 
I x I fi.e. a pair of integers) into 2. The image of (i, j) E I x I under cu is called the 
value of (i, j>. In the array grammar case, we say the array 4 over VN u VT is 
derivable in G from the array 5, denoted by 6 =Sr; 5, if for some CY + p in P there 
exists a translation R of the preimage of (Y such that a restriction of 6 to It is cy, 
and [ is the same as 5 off R and is equal to fi on R. On the other hand, in the 
array L-system, we say that the array [ over ,V u (#} is directly derivable in G 
from the array j, denoted by < =p+, G, if for every point (i, j, in the array whose 
value is in XV(#) and f or every context, there exists at least one element of P of 
which m-e producticn x + y that satisfies the following conditions: There exists a 
translation R of ths preimage of s such that a restriction of 4 to R is x, and 5 is 
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equal to y on R. In other words, the value o! each point of the array is changed 
b! some production rule in one derivation s ep. 
The following theorem which was shown n Nakamura [4] will clarify a relation 
between IAGs and isometric array L-S~SPYS. 
Theorem 2.1. The class of languages generated by EIA( I, 1, 0, O)L*-systems is 
exactly the same one generated by IA&. 
3. Some relations between ETnGLqstems and picture languages 
In this section, we will prove the main theorem of this paper. In the proof of 
this theorem, we will use the following numbering technique for production rules 
of isometric array L-systems. 
Let G = (C, #, P, W, A ) be an EIA( 1, 1, 0, O)L*-system. For some positive integer 
12, let P = {pl, ~2, . . . , p,,} where pi is a production rule of G for i such that 1 c i s 12. 
As an example, let us suppose that the ith production rule pi is of the form 
represented in Fig. 3.1(a). Then each point of the left-hand side is numbered by a 
3-tuple of integers as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). 
#a-b 
ci c 
(i,-i,O) ! (i,O,O) 
(b) 
Fig. 3.1. ca) A production rule of G; (b) Numbering technique for production rule ra). 
T!-II for 1 S I S fz, -l+~O,and-kk~O,wedefineafunction~I~W1+ 
C u {# ) as follows: 
~(i, j, k ) = the value of the point (i, j, k). 
In the above example, ~(i, -1, -1) = d, T(i, 0, -1) = c, and so on. 
Here, we stipulate two different ways to regard an array as an I-graph. 
Stipulation 3.1. (1) .A symbol in an array is regarded as a label of the corresponding 
node of an I-graph. 
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(2) A horizontal connection of two points is regarded as an edge labelled by ‘h’. 
The direction of the edge is left to right. 
(3) A vertical connection of two points is regarded as an edge labelled by ‘v’. 
The direction of the edge is up to down. 
Example 3.1. An array represented in Fig. 3.2(a) is regarded aa >n I-graph repre- 
sented in Fig. 3.2(b) in the sense of Stipulation 3.1. 
D 
A B C 
E F G 
i-i 
v 
h h 
V V 
t h 
__ ,I P w-(-yl b 
f 
(Cl 
Fig. 3.2. An array and the comqmndin~ I-graph. 
Let L be a set of arrays. Let L.’ be a set of I-graphs such that for each element 
l of L’ there exists an element of L which is regarded as the I-graph 1 in the sense 
of Stipulation 3.1 and for each element of L thcrc exists such an element of L’. 
Then we will use a notation L = 1 I__.’ to represent above .reMion. 
Stipulatiou 3.2. An array is regarded as an I-graph, which takes the ??uare pattern, 
such that if all nodes which are labelled with #s are ignored, the ‘:rr.ly is regarded 
as the I-graph in the sense of Stipulation 3.1. 
As in the case of Stipulation 3.1, here we wiil use a notation L = 2 L’. Now we 
are ready to show that the class of pictures generated by ETnGL-systems contains 
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the class generated by IAGs. Firstly we will show relationships between ETnGL- 
systems and isometric array L-systems. 
Lemma 3.1. For every EIA( 1, 1, 0, 0)L2-.qystem S there exists an ETnCL-sys~m G 
such that L(G) =2 L(S). 
Proof. Let S = (2, #, P, W, A) and let P = {pl, ~2,. . . , p,J. Then we construct the 
following ETnGL-system: 
G = (V, &, &, P, 0, Av, AE), 
where we have that CV =&J%J&J~&&u{#, #‘, #“, #), CE ={h,v,l)}, 
P={(RRi,CRi)/l~i~5}, Av=Xu{#}, AF= {h, v). Here we have that 5 = (AI 
A EX}, 2Cs={Aijk IA ~2 and T(i,j, k)=A), id={UL, UR, DL, DR, U, D, L, l?.], 
zd = {A IA E &}. Each (RRi, CRi) is defined in Fig. 3.3. Note that, in the proof .jf 
Theorem 2.1, an isometric array L-system which simulates an IAG requires or~!;y 
two points as its contexts, i.e. left-context and lower-context (see Nakamura [4j). 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the start array of extended isomet -ic 
arrav L-systems consists of only one symbol. 
The construction of RR1, 
0 A 
h h 
V V V 
h 
V V V 
h h 
for evew AE{UL,UR,DL,DR) and a,b#wh 
where if 
A3L then W=UL,X=U,Y=l_,Z=#',a=h,b=v, 
A=UR the{) W=U,X=UR,Y=#',Z=R,a=h,b=v, 
A=DL then W=L,X=#',Y=DL,Z=D,a=hby. 
A=DR ther; W=#',X=h,Y=D,Z=DR,a=h,b=v, 
Fig. 3.3. Constructions 0;’ tables of G. 
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for every AdU,L,D,R) ad adh,vj. 
where if 
l,=U then W=U,X=#',a=v, 
A=L then W=L,X=#',a=h. 
J=D then W=#',X=D,a=V. 
j\=R then W=#',X=R,a=h, 
@ ::=a @ ::=a 
for every At& which does not appear in the 
left hand side of above replacement rules. 
Fig. 3.3 (continued j. 
The following outline will be useful in order to understand the operations of G. 
t 1) Firstly, G constructs a square pattern as shown in Fig. 3.4 by using tables 
(RR,, CR,) and (RR2, C&). By m-time applications of (RRr, CRl), G can con- 
struct the pattern whose size is (2nz + 1) x (2[1 + 1). Once G uses table (RR2, CR?) 
then the square pattern remains in same size in the rest of derivation. 
(2) Then, G simulates the derivation of S by using tables (RR3, CR) and 
( RRJ, CRJ). In general, each single step of S is simulated by two steps of G. For 
each node which has a label from 2” u {&}, G guesses what production of S is 
applied. Then G replaces all nodes which have labels from 2 and necessary nodes 
which have label 3 by one-node graphs having labels from C,, according to the 
guessed productions. Other nodes are replaced by one-node graphs having labels 
from Ed u { #“}. Next, to make certain of legality of its replacement operations, G 
checks subscripts of node labels of adjacent nodes by using connection rules from 
CRI. If adjacent nodes are replaced in legail way, they are connected as before. If 
not, they are connected by an edge haviny ‘dead’ label D. Note that the edge 
labelled with D cannot be replaced by any other edges. Then G replaces all nodes 
having labels from Esu {f”“} by one-node graphs having labels from r u $]. 
To simulate derivations of S, step (2) is repeated. 
13 I Finally, G guesses the end time of derivation of S and sets its Z-graph right 
by using table (RR5, CR,,. G replaces all nodes having labels from s u(2) by 
one-node grap% whose labels are corresponding one from X u {#}. Also G replaces 
all nodes ha-iing labels from xd by one-node gmphs labelled with a symbol #. 
In this v.ay, wc obtain L(G) =: L(S). g 
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The construction of CRIti 
for every 3-tuple M,a,B)~~NlL,h,UMDL,h,D~,KJLv,L~, 
(UR,v,R)j, where if 
M,a,B)=(ULh,U) then S=UL,T=U,W=U,X=L,Y=#',Z=#',b=h,c-=v. 
M,o,B)=NH_,h,D) then S=L,T=#',W=#',X=DL,Y=D,Z=D,b=i,Cv, 
(A,a,B)=(ULv,L! then S=UL,T=L,W=L,X=U,Y=#',Z=#',b=v,c=h, 
(ILa,B)=OJR,v,IO then S=U,T=#',W=#',X=URY=RZ=Rb=v,c=hl 
for every 3-twle (&a,BE {(Il,h,UR),(D,~7,DR),(L,v,DL), 
(Rv,DR)], where if 
(A,a,B) -(U,h,UR) then S=U,-=;I,W=CTtX=#',Y=#',Z=R,bch,c=~r, 
(Cta,B)=K,h,DR) then S=#',T=R',N=R,X=D,Y=D,Z=DR,b=h,c-v, 
M,a,B)=(L,v,DL.) then S=L,T=LkDLX=#',Y=n"',Z=D,b=v,c=h, 
(A,a,B)=(F,v,DR) then S=#',T=#',h'=D,X=RY=R,Z=DR,b=v,c=h, 
Fig. 3.3 (continued ). 
In above construction of G, if we modify the table (RRS, CRS) such that C.3 
replaces all nodes having labels from &u {%} by empty graph, then we have G’ 
which is equivalent to S in the sense of Stipulation 3.1. Therefore we get the next 
lemma immediately. 
Lemma 3.2. For every EIA( 1, 1, 0, O)L’-system S there exists an ETnGL-system 
G' such t/tat L(G’) = 1 L(S). 
From Cezinas 3.1, 3.2, and Theorem 2.1, we get the following theorem. 
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for every 3-tuple (A,a,BF{(U,h,UMD,h,D), (L,v,L), 
(R,v,R)), whet-e if 
(A,a,B)=(U,h,U) then W=U,X=U,Y=#',Z=#',b=h,c=v, 
(A,a,B)=(D,h,D) then W=#',X=#',Y=D,Z=D,b=h,c=v, 
(A,a,B)=(L,v,L) then W=LX=L,Y=#',Z=#',b=v,c=h, 
(A,a,B)=(R,v,R) then W=#',X=#',Y=RZ=R,b=v,c=h, 
for every 3-twle (A,a,BF{(U,v,#'MLh,#'))I 
where if 
(A,a,B)=(U,v,#') then X=U,Y=#',Z=#',b=v, 
(A,a,B)=(Lh,#'j thw X=LY=#',Z=#',t)=h, 
for every J-+QP~ (A,a,B)e{(#',v,D),(#',h,Rl}, 
where if 
(A,a,R)=(#',v,D) then X=#',Y=#',Z=D,b=v, 
(A,a,B)=(#',h,R) then X=#',Y=#',Z=R,o=h, 
(i--y-@ ::z (TjqiJ : \ 
for every ~Bc-fG,#'j and aE{tl,v). 
for every A,BL&, and ~21, such that A 
o-%9 
does not appear in the left hand side of above 
connection rules. 
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The a,, . , 'f kH 2' 
@ ::= @ 
@ ::=@ 
for every AE&, 
@ ::=@ 
@ ::= @ for every A$,u I#'), 
Trie wnstructlon of CR2‘ 
for every A,B,Y,ZE$ and ~1~. 
The construction of RRg. 
for every AE~u{#} and XI&&. such that there 
exists the i-th production rule of S whose core 
production is of form A --> X, 
173 
for every A@~u{#}, 
Fig. 3.3 (continued 1. 
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The construction of CR3, 
for every A,BETU{T}, 
such that 
in RR 
3’ 
Moreover if a=h, A must be the left-context 
of B in S, and if a=v, B must be the lower-context 
of A in S. 
MIreover if a=h, # 
must be the left-context of A in S, 
and @{h,v) such that A 0 I @ ::= @ are inRR3, 
must be the lower-context o 
Moreover if a=v, # 
- A in S. 
(iYp@ : := @g&1 : \ 
for ('very A,Bc&J{T}J Y,E&u{#"}, andaE{h,v) 
such that @ ::= @ and @ 1:~ @ 
are In R 
% 
, 
such that coma of~&BJYJZJand 0 do not satisfy the 
conditions whjch are stated in the above connection 
rules, 
Fi ’ 3 3 (cor:!inmwf~. 6. _ a.
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The construction of RR4, 
Q(::= @ 
@ t:= @ for every A~QJ{#~}, 
The construction of CR4, 
for every &B,Y,ZE~~ and a~& such that 
@ ::= @ and @ ::z @ are in R&+. 
The construction of RR*. 
@ ::=: (-i-J for every AFL, 
The construction of CR5, 
for every A,B,Y,Z$ and aE& such that 
@ ::= @ and @ ::= @ are in 
Rps 
I 
Fig. 3.3 (corztinued). 
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h 
V V v 
h 
Fig. 3.4. A square pattern wnstructed by G. 
Theorem 3.1 (The main theorem). If the class of pictures generated by isometric 
array grammars is rqarded as a class of l-graphs by using Stipulation 3.1 or 52, 
if is included in the class of l-graphs generated by extended tabled node-replacement 
graph L-systems. 
4. Conclusion 
In Section 3, we have shown that the class of I-graphs generated by ETnGL- 
systems contains the class genclrated by isometric array grammars. In an ETlr,GL- 
systt my each node is replaceii In a context-free style, but the connection rules bring 
some contexts into this replacement. This can be considered to be a main factor 
of onr results. 
In this paper, we considered only ETnGL-systems. However, as in the case of 
string L-systems (Herman an d Rozenberg [2]), it is of interest to compare the 
c&es with and without tables. We conjecture that the class of l-graphs generated 
by EITnGL-systems is the same as the class generated by EnGL-systems. So it 
seems that our results can be extended to the case of EnGL-systems. 
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